
       

 
 

Term 3 School Calendar:  

Week 1 - 10:  

Wednesday: Footsteps Dance. 

Week 3:  

Friday: Gathering. 

Week 4: 

Friday: Pupil Free Day. 

Week 5: 

Friday: Sammy D Foundation 

Presentation. 

Week 6:  

Friday: Gathering. 

Week 7:  

Friday: School Closure. 

Week 9: 

Friday: Sports Day. 

Week 10: 

Wednesday: Aquatics 

Thursday: Gathering 

Friday: End of Term, 2pm 

dismissal. 
 

ECONOMICS & BUSINESS 

This term W42 will be focusing 

on Economics and Business. We 

will be identifying the purpose 

of a business, investigating 

useful data and putting our 

knowledge into action. W41 will 

be focusing on Civics and 

Citizenship. Investigating the 

rules and laws in Australian 

states and territories. 

SCIENCE  

In Science this term we will 

cover Chemical Sciences. We 

will be exploring the concept of 

reversible and irreversible 

changes to materials. We will 

be completing experiments 

alongside writing science 

reports based on our 

predictions and observations.  

 
 
 
WELCOME TO TERM THREE  

This term is a very exciting term for our classes as we will be learning new 

topics and continuing to develop our knowledge in all areas. A major aspect 

of this term is growth and development and footsteps dancing. This term, 

we will also be attending aquatics, this is a great experience for the students 

to have an opportunity to participate in a range of water sports.  

 

MATHEMATICS 

This term we will be developing our understanding patterns and algebra, 

specifically; creating sequences involving whole numbers, fractions and 

decimals and exploring the use of brackets and order of operations to write 

number sentences. We will analyse the importance of noticing patterns and 

relationships to support our thinking. Finally, we will have opportunities to 

problem solve and engage in rich discussions which will enable risk taking 

and questioning throughout learning.  

 

ENGLISH 

This term students will be completing a procedural text focusing on the text 

structure, language features and devices. We will look at writing a 

procedural text in many ways, including a science report in line with our 

chemical science unit. One of our main goals this term is to explore different 

text types and language features and their effect in creating a text. 

 

Guided reading will continue to play a major role this term, working in 

groups and focusing on fluency and comprehension strategies.  

 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT/CHILD PROTECTION CURRICULUM  

Growth and development will be taught this term across the whole year 6 

cohort. We will explore and investigate areas around this by having a safe 

classroom environment.  

 

NIT Teachers: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We look forward to working with W41/42 to have a successful term 3. 

 

PE 

W41: Des 

W42: Michael 

 

Japanese 

W41: Lauren 

W42: Erin 

Arts W41/42: Abby 
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